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Presentation

I was surprised by the set.   Pleasantly surprised as it turns out.   I was expecting a stark 
black and white environment, chrome stools, shadowy lighting.   I was greeted by the very 
welcoming sight of Eve's Cafeee ; a well-constructed wooden frame, with open windows, 
established the three corners of the cafeee .   Through the 'windows' we could see brightly 
coloured tables and chairs, leather sofas, a counter replete with cake.   Colours were bright -
red poppy wallpaper and Mediterranean shades for outside tables.  Textured brick upstage 
wall and a very warm, rust floor covering completed the picture.   The outside tables gave 
scope for women to meet, chat and deliver their monologues.   The interior enabled the two
Baristas to linger, tidy and converse, their upstage presence giving a context to the action.

Costuming was striking.   The overriding shade of choice was red - presumably, like the 
poppies, giving reference to all that is womanhood; others wore beautifully strident shades 
of green and turquoise.   Accessories were in abundance.   Patterned scarves, bright shoes, 
textured bags, flower hair pieces - I felt that all had been very carefully chosen and were 
draped, held and worn with such confidence, giving the production a strong sense of 
celebration.
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Passing of time was appropriately lit and again gave context to the speaking.   Tea lights 
were an attractive addition - and the white, paper lanterns, some lit, enhanced the setting.   
A warm spread of light was used for most speakers - some well timed spots underpinned 
the more challenging monologues - for example 'My Vagina Was My Village.'

Lovely range of musical links from a range of well-chosen female artists.

Direction

As with the set, direction was not what I had imagined.   On the page, the monologues can 
appear quite harsh - a bombardment of feminist ideology, cutting, provocative - and I 
wondered if I was going to feel 'got at.'  How wrong could I be.   The context of the cafe 
setting gave the women a purpose to communicate with each other and so the monologues 
came across as conversations - women sharing their experiences within relationship: this 
was very clever as it allowed your audience to relax , accept , digest and thoroughly enjoy 
what every woman was saying.   The sense of sisterhood amongst the cast was tangible.   
Which of us in the audience didn't want to come and sit at a table and join in?

I have no doubt that this teamwork was due to sensitive and collaborative direction.   My 
impression was that the director trusted her cast;   they hadn't been led to develop a 'type' 
but had been given the space to unpick the words of their monologues and find the story 
within it.   This gave the words such power and authenticity.   Without exception the 
monologues were beautifully crafted: changes of pace were so very effective, humour was 
pointed but not forced  and the pathos communicated.   There was no lull in these 
sometimes lengthy speeches - your vulnerability and right sense of confidence enabled us to
receive the, at times, tricky subject matter and we were gripped by the sheer humanity of 
the speaking.   Links were delivered by the ensemble - lovely timing and range of voices here
- and the more factual, at times brutal, information by the Baristas.   The one voice of a girl 
was delivered through a recording.

The ease of movement complemented the speaking.   Positions were varied according to 
subject matter and speaker; the energy of some of the more vivacious speakers - The Vulva 
Club for example - contrasted with the stillness of others.    The engagement of other cast 
members on set at the same time was effective.

Playing

Hair

Commanding vocal dynamics as you delivered this story of control and infidelity.   You 
captured the vulnerability and exposure of this woman, but also your own ultimate 
pleasure.   Effective pointing of the humour at the therapist's and a well- timed final phrase, 
capturing the painful irony of her marriage.
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The Flood

Some of the brash and outspoken Jewish humour was captured in delivery - the short, 
punchy phrases enabled you to do this effectively.    The mink hat gave an appropriate air of 
wealth and the story of the incident with Andy Leftkov was well shaped vocally - you 
sustained this lengthy monologue very well indeed.   Very relaxed gesture here underpinned
the portrayal of the confident woman - but her pain was captured in the final moments.

The Vagina Workshop

Lyrical delivery of the early descriptive words, you then made a marvellous transition to a 
very homely, 'ordinary' character.   This was such a grounded delivery - it could have been 
awkward, but it was touching, very funny and the whole concept of this workshop became 
very accessible to the audience -   the poetry of the words were grounded in a sincere, 
unforced vocal.    Lovely use of eyes - 'my vagina amazed me' and strong shaping towards 
the end of the speech.

Because He Liked To Look At It

The glance at the previous actress established a link between the women - this was 
effective.   Standing enabled you to give a confident, warm delivery and build a strong 
rapport with the audience.   Well- timed vocal depiction of Bob - I loved the line about the 
shade - and you captured the surprise of his love of vaginas and full exploration of them so 
well with your full vocal;   again an impactful visual reference to the Barista at the 
conclusion.

My Angry Vagina

Your overall performance made me think of a stand up comedian - there was a combination 
of anger and vulnerability, underpinned by a very authentic vocal delivery.   A few instances 
of nerves when the pace was a little too quick - but you threw out these thought provoking 
lines and harsh ideas with impactful purpose; this was complemented by lovely gesture - 
'the duck clips' and a strong use of eyes.   Appropriate establishment of rightful belligerence 
at the conclusion.

My Vagina Was My Village

I noticed you switched the order of these two monologues - and this worked well.   You 
made the transition to these hard hitting words very well indeed.  The joy of the memories 
of your early life contrasted with the pain and brutality of the later trauma; but you never 
pushed the pain, and your gentle vocal tone ensured that there was an authenticity 
throughout.   One of the lovely things about adjudicating this play is that I am really looking 
at the writing: there are some beautifully written images in this piece - you  trusted these 
and allowed them to be painted in an understated, yet impactful manner.
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Reclaiming Cunt

A no holds barred performance, you drew on a range of excellent vocal agility to shape the 
sounds and repeated words in this piece, ultimately getting us all involved at the end.

Vulva Club

There was an striking, youthful quality in delivery early on as you recalled your collections.   
This was a vivacious delivery - at times just a little quick - matched by a physical energy 
which really enabled you to shape the story.   Very good build to the 'Itsy Bitsy' moment and
the final lines about the Vulva Dance were humorously pointed.

I Love Vaginas

Confident delivery with a great underlying attitude - sitting on the table really helped.   
Vocal was dynamic - a little quick initially, but as the story built your vocal range masterfully 
brought all these hilarious moans to life very well indeed.

I was There

In some ways I think this is the hardest piece to deliver - it is quite intense, at times very 
philosophical and quite a change of mood too.   Well cast, your warm, vocal tone suited this 
monologue and the images of childbirth and love for your daughter shone through.

As I have reflected on this production it has dawned on me that when first produced this 
show would have had to have been presented in a far more strident manner.   Some of the 
issues were being aired for the first time, in a climate very different from that of today.   
Unfortunately violence and harassment towards women is ongoing.    Female sexuality 
continues to be understood through stereotypes and false preconceptions.   But things are 
slowly changing - and for that reason your warm, relational telling of these wonderful 
stories was so very appropriate.

Thank you.
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